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Callan Associates’ 2010 Alternative Investments Survey provides institutional investors
a current report on asset allocation trends and investor practices. Sixty-seven fund
sponsors provided detailed quantitative data and qualitative insight on their decisions
surrounding alternative investments. The report covers multiple strategies broadly,
including agriculture, commodities, hedge funds, infrastructure, private equity, portable
alpha, real estate, responsible investments, timberland and TIPS, and delves into
greater detail in real estate, private equity and hedge funds.
Reporting on alternatives trends is challenging, as the very definition of “alternative”
assets varies by investor. Some survey respondents do not consider real estate,
commodities, TIPS, emerging markets equity and high yield to be alternatives, but
others do. Often times these asset classes are lumped into broader categories, such
as fixed income or international/global equities, just as responsible investments are
sometimes considered to be part of a private equity or infrastructure allocation.
Allocation activities and perceptions vary by asset class, and the survey findings are
organized to highlight asset-class specific trends and differences between asset
classes.
Asset allocations have progressively shifted away from public equities toward
alternative asset classes. This trend will persist in the coming years as survey
participants expressed continued demand for portfolio diversification and enhanced
returns. Other key findings of the survey include:



Survey respondents’ allocations to alternatives (as a percent of the total portfolio)
nearly doubled from 2005 (11%) to 2010 (20%) and are expected to increase to 24%
in the next several years. Funding for allocations to alternatives is coming primarily
from domestic equities, which have experienced performance challenges over the
past 10 years.



By fund type, endowments/foundations allocate the largest percentage of their
portfolios to alternatives, followed by public funds. Allocations to alternative
investments are expected to grow the most (6%) among public funds in the next few
years. Corporate funds hold the lowest percentage of alternatives, but expect to
continue to increase allocations in the next several years. While
endowment/foundation allocations are the highest, they appear to have leveled out
and a major increase is not expected in the near future.



Funds investing in alternatives generally require some degree of additional support
and resources to select, manage and monitor these investments. Public funds
dedicate more resources to alternatives than corporate funds or
endowments/foundations. Sixty-one percent of alternatives investors use an external
consultant or advisor specifically for these allocations. For public funds this figure is
higher (73%), while corporate funds and endowments/foundations are closer to 50%.
Only 25% of alternatives investors—primarily public funds— have hired additional
staff specifically to manage or monitor these investments.
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Key findings continued:


Among investors with allocations to these strategies, hedge funds garner the
largest average allocation (around 10%) over time, followed by private equity (7%
to 8%) and real estate (approximately 7%). Average allocations to commodities
and timberland increased from 2005 to 2010 and are projected to see modest
average allocation increases over the next one to three years.



The most active period for investors making initial investments into alternatives
asset classes was 2005 to 2010: hedge funds (32%), private equity (28%),
commodities (25%), real estate (22%) and TIPS (20%) all saw a significant
number of maiden investments from survey participants.



The market crisis which began in 2007 did not halt new investments into
alternatives, although some asset classes were temporarily affected. No initial
investments to real estate and private equity were reported in 2008, but they
recommenced in 2009. TIPS, commodities and portable alpha saw multiple new
investments in 2008.



About one-third of survey respondents would like to invest in an alternative asset
class but currently do not. Infrastructure was most often cited as an area of
interest, followed by hedge funds. Liquidity management was the main hurdle
preventing investors from making an allocation. Other concerns with investing in
these areas included: cost/pricing, fees, policy and board-level issues, and
transparency.



Going forward, investors intend to make new allocations in the next one to three
years foremost to hedge funds and commodities (13%), followed by agriculture
(8%), infrastructure (6%) and real estate (6%). Respondents are also considering
initial allocations to infrastructure (35%), timberland (29%), TIPS (29%),
agriculture (25%), commodities (23%) and responsible investments (19%).

For a copy of the full survey, please contact Ray Combs or Gina Falsetto
at institute@callan.com or 415-974-5060.
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